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Reviewer's report:

To the editor, The authors report the findings of an important study examining the possible remyelinating advantage of Fingolimod following optic neuritis. There is theoretical reason to expect a remyelinating advantage over IFN-β 1b, since Fingolimod binds to sphingosin-1 phosphate, blocking the exit of lymphocytes from the blood stream into the brain thus sequestering pathogenic T- and B-cells. However, Fingolimod is currently licensed for use in RRMS but not in ON as a CIS where remyelination may help improve visual outcome. Fingolimod is a first-line option in the US and other countries, but only licensed as second-line therapy in Europe. Second-line therapy is too late for optic nerve remyelination. Thus, I think this study of significant interest. Even though the numbers recruited were smaller than intended, I believe this paper should be published and serve as a platform for further study of this unique option to affect outcome not through preventing attacks. There is an important therapeutic gap with current disease-modifying therapies which do not exert direct neuroprotective effects nor enhance remyelination.
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